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Earlier this year, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) elevated “hate-fueled violence” to a top national security priority, putting racist violence on the same threat level as terrorist groups such as ISIS (Allam, 2020). In other words, there are just as many serious challenges to safety inside the United States as outside its national borders. And much of this danger is racially motivated. Among the leading targets are immigrants or those who appear as immigrants. For example, the United States experienced a surge of random attacks against those of Asian descent earlier this year, as they were wrongfully blamed for spreading COVID-19 (Wang, 2020).

As for U.S. higher education, international students have been both threatened and viewed as threats. Especially since 9/11, they have been under the presumption of being an endangerment to the safety of Americans. This remains evident today, not just in current federal procedures, such as the Student Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) but also in current political rhetoric and selective immigration policies. One clear example is the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) rule months ago that international students would be deported if their universities go online (Castiello-Gutiérrez & Li, 2020). In their appeal in the Harvard and MIT lawsuit (President and Fellows, 2020), DHS explicitly stated to the courts that international students would otherwise be a threat to “national safety.”

In response, we witnessed a massive public outcry across educational, governmental, and commercial sectors in support of internationals and arguing for the wealth of benefits they bring. And, while DHS rescinded that rule soon after, there has remained numerous, more selective targeting toward a certain type of international: those from China. The general public has less opposed this anti-China neo-racist focus.

NEO-RACISM

What is neo-racism? This is a new racism that is not based on the color of one’s skin alone but includes stereotypes about cultures in a globalizing world (Balibar, 1992;
Lee & Rice, 2007). It is also based on a hierarchy of cultural preferences, as not all internationals are unwelcomed. The commonly used term xenophobia does not capture ways that Chinese students are targeted over those coming from Canada, Australia, or Western Europe. What is also distinctive about neo-racism, unlike old-fashioned racism or even blanket xenophobia, is a national ordering, used to justify the filtering and differential treatment of immigrants. Ultimately, neo-racism is rooted in White supremacy (Stein & de Andreotti, 2016; Suspitsyna & Shalka, 2019).

Also, neo-racism is rationalized differently. To provide some brief context, the term was originally conceptualized by the sociologist Etienne Balibar (1992). He had observed France’s long mistreatment against those of Arab and North African descent. The justification was that these groups posed direct threats to what it meant to be French. The rationale was to protect a so-called “French way of life” by maintaining cultural boundaries. These same unchecked assumptions are used to promote restrictive immigration and mistreatment in the United States today. Discrimination then appears defensible by those who marginalize such groups. Their rationale is based on cultural difference or national origin rather than by race alone. This disarms the fight against racism by appealing to assumed “natural” tendencies to preserve the culture of the dominant group, i.e., White Europeans.

Neo-racism can also be observed in academia. International students have reported experiences of verbal assaults, false accusations, sexual harassment, and even physical violence (Lee, 2017; Lee et al., 2017; Lee & Rice, 2007). But these experiences are not uniformly experienced across all internationals. In the case of the United States, neo-racism is targeted toward those from Asia, Latin America, and Africa, in ways that are not experienced by those from the Western world.

Neo-racism can be evidenced across a range of higher education sectors. For instance, many U.S. universities benefit from the athletic prestige that international athletes offer. In one study, Thomas Opio and I (2011) demonstrated the neo-racist experiences of African student athletes who were tapped and recruited for their athletic prowess but felt unsupported when it came to their academic goals. In some cases, they were steered toward majors that would be of little relevance back home. They also experienced negative stereotyping from domestics, including African Americans, about their homelands.

Neo-racism underlies the scientific enterprise as well. In another study, Brendan Cantwell and I (2010) identified ways that Asian postdocs are systematically channeled to unsecure, short-term contracts while White nationals are groomed toward faculty positions. Faculty reported them as being good at “technical” work and managing labs but lacking the theoretical depth to become true scholars. We observed a similar pattern among international graduate students with some indicating they served as cheap labor, funded to work on their supervisors’ projects that were unrelated to their professional ambitions (Cantwell et al., 2018). These graduate students reported feeling exploited yet helpless to challenge their faculty advisors. The broader patterns we observed exemplify ways that Asia maintains the United States’ dominant role in science as temporary laborers but are excluded as fellow members of a shared society, with equal rights, protections, and entitlements. These are just some of the ways that neo-racism operates.
It is also important to be clear that cultural discrimination is not a U.S.-phenomenon only. Based on my research in South Korea and South Africa, there is a similar scapegoating against so-called foreigners based on negative stereotypes. In some cases, they can occur along similar racial lines, which I refer to as neo-nationalism. In the case of South Korea (Lee et al., 2017), neo-nationalism was against those from China; whereas in South Africa, students from Zimbabwe and Nigeria were particularly affected (Lee, 2017).

CRIMINALIZATION OF CHINA

Neo-racist stereotypes have also long been used to maintain illusions of national security in which certain groups pose a “danger.” In the United States, neo-racism was keenly observed post-9/11 in the mistreatment of Middle Eastern people. More recently, we observed the widespread Muslim bans that are still in effect for particular countries, and now the criminalization of China. Lately, as demonstrated by the White House and federal agencies over and over again, there is the negative stereotyping of China, particularly as criminal. Such examples over the past 2 years are as follows:

- Sweeping political rhetoric of Chinese researchers and graduate students as spies
- Visa limits for Chinese graduate students in high-tech fields to 1–5 years
- Visa exclusions for those with ties to the Chinese Community Party and Chinese military
- FBI–University protocols to monitor Chinese scientists and scholars (Lee & Haupt, 2020a, 2020b)

In response, there have been mounting calls from major organizations and university leaders that the federal government is engaging in racial profiling. Presidents of leading research universities (MIT, UC Berkeley, Stanford) and major associations have also openly denounced such discrimination based on one’s nation of origin and affirmed their commitment to their institution’s and academia’s international community (e.g., MIT News Office, 2019; Shao, 2019).

Neo-racism suggests that discrimination is not criminal but actually warranted to preserve the U.S. imaginary of a safe, White-European country. This means immigration is still allowed and even encouraged, but only for a certain kind of immigrant—those who resemble the dominant race and culture. This attitude was most clearly evidenced when Trump referred to Haiti, El Salvador, and all of Africa as “shithole countries” while expressing we should have more migrants from places like Norway (Aizenman, 2018).

But what about our national security? Isn’t racial profiling justified? Suspicions about immigrants and the hostile treatment of them as scapegoats, especially in times of economic downturn and crises, is unfortunately very common and very global. Among the recent political rhetoric is the anthropomorphizing of China as a person (Lewis, 2020). According to Margaret Lewis (2020), a negative stereotype is being
built and reinforced that stigmatizes anyone who has any quality of being “like-China” (Zhang, 2020, para 5). In Lewis’ paper, she observed how the Department of Justice, including the FBI, depicts China as taking on a personified form, meaning that “China can steal” or “China can cheat” (Zhang, 2020, para 6). She goes on to argue that China itself, as an entire country, is not a perpetrator; rather, it is individuals. In effect, criminalizing China stigmatizes people who are seen as possessing a shared characteristic of “China-ness” (Lewis, 2020, p. 24). This typecast applies to Chinese Americans as well as Asian Americans. As mentioned earlier, this was manifested in random attacks for unwarranted blame for COVID-19. There also have been several high-profile cases of Chinese scientists being wrongfully accused of spying, and although these charges were dropped or the scientists were exonerated, such attempts led to “devastating effects” on the individuals’ careers as well as the broader Chinese American scientific community (Committee of 100, 2019).

Neo-racism also occurs against Chinese students and within classrooms. Last year, we witnessed numerous U.S. universities making the news for faculty discriminating against Chinese students. A major research university in the East Coast made headlines when a professor was faulted for violating Chinese students’ civil rights with sweeping claims, such as, “All Chinese students cheated their way into [the] United States” with threatened expulsion and deportation (Redden, 2019b). Faculty were similarly reported to have discriminated against Chinese students at numerous other U.S. universities (Redden 2019a, 2019b). In several of these cases, the accused professor resigned or was suspended from their respective position upon further investigation. Experts who have studied international students and faculty indicate such discriminatory incidents are not isolated events, but rather such “othering” is quite pervasive across U.S. higher education (Redden, 2019a; Suspitsyna & Shalka 2019).

While national security should not be completely abandoned, the neo-racist criminalization of China actually undermines the United States. We must consider what are all the costs to internationalization. We are already expecting a major decline this year in university international enrollments and a consequent hit to the local economy. We should also consider academic freedom and humanitarian protection. There is even a cost to public health. In a recent paper, John Haupt and I (2020b) wrote about how the national securitization of COVID-19 has become a national over a humanitarian pursuit because the virus is politically framed as an existential danger coming from outside domestic borders, for which China is blamed. Examples are calling SARS-Co-V2 the “China Virus” or “Wuhan virus.” We have also written about ways our ability to address the global pandemic are hindered when the government limits international engagement with China.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, considering the risks to public health, personal freedoms, and rights, I and my collaborators argue that neo-racism undermines the United States’ role as a global leader in higher education. With the rise of national protectionism, universities are and must remain international. Knowledge is fundamentally borderless, and yet higher education is being bordered by neo-racism. Neo-racist barriers to international
migration, collaboration, and exchange limit higher education as well as our universities. Neo-racism limits our freedoms, limits our rights, and now limits our ability to respond to COVID-19 effectively. Neo-racist barriers must be called out and addressed.
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